
 

Modern World History 

Syllabus 

Contact info: dmarsh1@pps.net (503) 916-5140 ext. (84426) 

Website: sites.google.com/apps4pps.net/marshfhs or bit.ly/marshfhs  

There is a website available which will have links to all notes, videos, and any other materials we are 
using as a class. This should be the first place you look if you miss a day of class. It is highly 
recommended that this website is bookmarked in your phone! 

Description: This is a year-long course covering the history of the World from roughly the 1400’s to 
present day. In this course we will be taking notes, writing essays, studying maps, watch videos, 
debate, discuss material, play games and much more.  

Textbook: Modern World History: Patterns of Interactions (class set in the room) 

Basic Requirements:  

1) Attendance: If you are not in class you cannot learn! Show up to class on time and prepared. If you 
miss a day of class check the website BEFORE you talk to Mr. Marsh. If you miss notes you can find 
them on the website or get them from a friend.  

 2) Class Participation: Showing up to class and participating is how you will be graded. It is also 
requirement to turn that work in or else it cannot be graded. You will be required to have a notebook. 
In your notebook you will keep all the notes, activities and reflection questions that we do in class. I 
will collect these notebooks and check to see that you have kept up with the daily work.  

3) A Spiral-bound Notebook. This will serve as the place where you keep the majority of your work.  

Assessments: 40% of your grade is formative assessment which consists of daily work, notes, maps, or 
any other handouts or activities. 

60% of your grade is summative assessment which consists of essays, tests, presentations, and larger 
projects.  

In order to do well in this class you need to do ALL the work! 

Turn-in Policy and Late Work: I operate off of what I call “Notebookcheck Cycles” in which I collect 
notebooks and grade the work and notes taken in that time period. What is also due during this check 
cycle is all other work done during this time frame. What is in a notebook check is on my website (see 
above) and is in the Green Box for your class. Once it has turned yellow the Notebookcheck Cycle as 
begun and students have 5 school days to turn in work from the start till the close of the Notebookcheck 
Cycle. After that 5 day grace period all work is late and will only receive half credit (barring extenuating 
circumstances). I will not grade anything that is older than the last Notebookcheck Cycle. 
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Essays and Projects have their own check cycles which follow the same color coding on the website and 
wok in the same way.  
 
Homework: I do not assign a great deal of homework. Working on Essays and Projects are required to be 
completed on your own time. In terms of daily homework it is the student’s responsibility to answer the 
day’s essential question at the conclusion of class, this can be done in class (if time permits) or at home.  
 
Learning Targets : The students will understand and make connections among topics that may include but are 
not limited to: The Ottoman Empire, the Renaissance and the Reformation, Asia during the 1400-1600s, The 
Nation State, Colonialism, Industrialization, “Guns, Germs and Steel”, WW1, WW2, Post-WW2, and War on 
Terror. Along with any subject matter that may come up due to current events.  
 
Behavioral Expectations:  

1. Come Prepared. This means bring any book we may be using, paper and pen or pencil and BE ON TIME! 
2. Turn work in. On my website you will find a “Notebook Check Guide”. Green is current work, Yellow is due 

within 5 days, and Red is late and will be accepted for half credit only if it was the previous notebook Check 
Cycle.  

3. There are no test retakes, unless you have an official educational plan that allows for retakes. There will not be 
retakes as the tests are open note for everyone. The only exception is on Map Quizzes which require some memory 
work and each student gets one retake.  

4. Be respectful to others. Listen when others are talking and be respectful to others while working whether that be 
independent work or group work. Any racist, sexist, transphobic, or homophobic remarks will not be tolerated.  

5.  No headphones and No texting. Set all cell phones to silent.  We will be following the school's cell phone 
policy.  

 
Grades 

90% and above A  

80%-89% B 

70%-79% C 

60-69% D  

59% and below F 


